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Motivations

1. How to effectively collect and analyze complex big data, including structured and unstructured, is hot but the related privacy issue does not arise much attention.

2. Statistical Disclosure Control (SDC) for microdata protection has been well-established so this is a good starting point.

3. How to achieve a balance between big data utility and privacy protection through the combination of SDC and Semantic Web techniques?

4. Solving a complex big data utility and protection problem requires a multi-disciplinary approach, including statistics and computer science.
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4. How can we design and implement semantics-enabled policy of SDC for data protection while enforcing data analysis?
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1. Propose concepts of a semantic big data analysis pipeline to enable automated data analysis, protection, and interpretation services.

2. Semantics-enabled policies, as a combination of ontologies and rules, are represented and enforced for big data in the statistical databases.

3. Provide transparent SDC selection techniques for data users on solving a data analysis and protection of the statistical databases.

4. Preliminary results are discovered on crafting a balance between data utility and protection through enforcing semantics-enabled policies.
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Semantics-enabled policies are composed of ontologies and rules, where ontologies are used for describing the concepts of data analysis and protection, and rules are used for enforcing the principles of data analysis and protection.

Semantics-enabled policies, ACP, DHP, and DRP are respectively correspond to, query restriction, data manipulation, and output perturbation for microdata protection.

- Access Control Policy (ACP) provides restricted Pattern-Based Queries (PBQs) through Datalog rules.
- Data Handling Policy (DHP) provides data usage conditions matching between data owners’ privacy preferences and users’ usage context.
- Data Releasing Policy (DRP) describes what are available SDC methods with de-identifiable PII are disclosed for analysis but data privacy is preserved.
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Automated Big Data Analysis Pipeline [32]
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Policy Ontology for Super-Peer Domain Cloud
DEFINITION OF ACP ONTOLOGY

ACP describes the concept of data usage access control in the super-peer of an SPD.
**SPECIFICATION OF ACP RULE**

\[
\text{Request}(\forall r) \land \text{hasCondition}(\forall r, \forall c) \land \text{Condition}(\forall c) \\
\land \text{hasCondition}(\forall \text{avp}, \forall \text{ac}) \land \text{Condition}(\forall \text{ac}) \\
\land \text{AccessVerifyPolicy}(\forall \text{avp}) \land \text{sameAs}(\forall \text{ac}, \forall c) \\
\land \text{empower}(\forall \text{avp}, \forall \text{qt}) \land \text{QueryType}(\forall \text{qt}) \\
\rightarrow \text{isEmpowered}(\forall r, 1) \land \text{hasQueryType}(\forall r, \forall \text{qt}) \quad (1)
\]
Ontology for Data Handling Policy (DHP)

**Definition of DHP Ontology**

DHP describes the concept of semantic metadata markup services and decides which data owners’ privacy preferences match which data users’ usage context.
Rule for Data Handling Policy (DHP)

**Specification of DHP Rule**

Request(?r) ∧ isEmpowered(?r, 1) ∧ hasCondition(?r, ?c)
∧ Condition(?c) ∧ DataPolicy(?dp) ∧ Condition(?dc)
∧ hasCondition(?dp, ?dc) ∧ sameAs(?c, ?dc) ∧ hasSQL(?dp, ?s)
→ sqwrl:select(?s) ← (2)
Definition of DRP Ontology

DRP describes the concept for which part of PII attributes are allowed to disclose for analysis and still ensures the privacy principles.
Ontology for Data Releasing Policy (DRP)(Conti.)

**Definition of DRP Ontology**

- hasData.Request(), hasData⁻.Data().
- hasQueryType.Request(), hasQueryType⁻.(QueryType(PBQs)).
- hasPartOf.Data(), hasPartOf⁻.ID(), hasPartOf⁻.Name(), ...
- hasPartOf⁻.ZIP(), hasPartOf⁻.Cholesterol().
- hasSubClassOf.DataAttribute(),
- hasSubClassOf⁻. Identifiers(),
- hasSubClassOf⁻. Quasi⁻identifiers(),
- hasSubClassOf⁻. Confidential(),
- hasPartOf. Identifiers(), hasPartOf⁻. ID(id.), ...
- hasPartOf. Confidential(), hasPartOf⁻. Disease().
Ontology for Data Releasing Policy (DRP)(Conti.)

**Definition of DRP Ontology**

- hasSubClassOf.DataType(),
- hasSubClassOf.Categorical(),
- hasSubClassOf.Continuous().
- hasContinuous.Cholesterol(), hasContinuous.Continuous().
- hasCategorical.ID(), hasCategorical.Categorical().
  ...
- hasCategorical.Doctor(), hasCategorical.Categorical().
- canApply.SDC(generalization), canApply.Categorical().
  ...
- canApply.SDC(top-coding), canApply.Continuous().
## Specification of DHP Rules

Request(\(?r\)) \& hasData(\(?r, ?d\)) \& Data(\(?d\))
\& hasPartOf(\(?d, ?pod\)) \& hasQueryType(\(?r, PBQ\))
\& sqwrl: makeSet(\(?rs, ?pod\)) \& sqwrl: groupBy(\(?rs, ?r\))
\& Quasi-identifiers(\(?qui\)) \& hasPartOf(\(?qui, ?qpod\))
\& sqwrl: groupBy(\(?qs, ?qui\)) \& sqwrl: contains(\(?rs, ?qs\))
\& Confidential(\(?c\)) \& hasPartOf(\(?c, ?dc\))
\rightarrow sqwrl: selectDistinct(\(?qui, ?gpod\)) ← (3)
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**Specification of DHP Rules**
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Request(\(r\)) \land \text{hasData}(\(r, d\)) \land \text{Data}(\(d\))
\land \text{hasPartOf}(\(d, b\)) \land \text{selected}(\(r, b\))
\land \text{hasContinuous}(\(b, con\)) \land \text{Continuous}(\(con\))
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Rules for Data Handling Policy (DHP)(Conti.)

**Specification of DHP Rules**

\[
\text{Request}(?r) \land \text{hasData}(?r, ?d) \land \text{Data}(?d) \\
\land \text{hasPartOf}(?d, ?b) \land \text{select}(?r, ?b) \land \text{isHandled}(?b, 1) \\
\land \text{hasPartOf}(?d, ?a) \land \text{notSelected}(?r, ?a) \\
\rightarrow \text{canUse}(?r, ?a) \land \text{canUse}(?r, ?b) \leftarrow (6)
\]
Semantic Data Analysis and Protection

- Improve the situation, where SDC enforcement is obliged to original data providers and a data analytics user lacks the flexibility to choose suitable SDC methods.
- Seek a balance between a data owner’s right for privacy protection and a data user’s need for data analytics through transparency of SDC methods releasing.
- Semantics-enabled Data Releasing Policy (DRP) calls for which SDC methods and ensures maximum data utility with a tolerable data disclosure risk.
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A Three-Tier SDC Prototyping System
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